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THESIS ABSTRACT

The intent of this paper is to ease the trauma encountered in the
difficult transition from novice metalsmith to producing craftsperson.
The major areas of discourse are as follows:

1) What is the most beneficial

time for mental orientation toward one's career?

2) What actual steps should

be taken along with this orientation? 3) How can the artist go about preparing himself financially for the burdens to be encountered in a craft
business?

4) What comprise the major forces in the

metalsmithing studio?

5) What kinds of equipment will the artist need to

efficiently ply his trade?

6) What might be the

for the metalsmith's studio?
of a craft business?

organization of a

most advantageous location

7) What role can systems play in the operation

8) There are three major ways of selling:

retail, and consignment .

wholesale,

What are the positive and negative aspects of each

and which should the craftsperson employ?

9) What are the various production

techniques that are practical for a craftsperson and why should they be used?
10) There are many markets available to the metalsmith .
to

offer and how do they all work?

11) How does an independent artist arrive

at reasonable and yet profitable prices for his work?
his price?

What does each have

What forces will affect

12) What records does a craftsperson need to keep in his operation?

How can these records most effectively be kept and what benefits can the
records be to the artist?

13) How does an independent go about making the

public aware of the service he is offering?
in an artist ' s crafts business?

14) How does insurance play a role

What types of insurance does an artist need?

f5) There are three basic business structures offered to an artist:

sole

proprietorship, partnership , and incorporation.

What are the characteristics

of each form and how will they affect business operation?

16) An artist

entering the world of self-employment will encounter many new responsibilities
regarding his relationship with local, state,· and federal governments.

What

are some of these new obligations and how can the craftsperson best deal with
them?

17) Professional organizations are formed as service groups .

What

real services do they perform for the artist and how much will it cost?
The author does not attempt to give the artist a step-by-step guide
to success.

Rather he is offering an overview of what can be considered as

necessary background for

a professional craftsperson.

be used as an indicator of areas for further research .

This paper should
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INTRODUCTION

The acceptance of handmade objects versus industrially manufactured items
has been steadily gaining momentum in the American lifestyle over the last
decade .

The artist - craftsperson has gained a position of prominence in

an esoteric sense perhaps, but prominence none-the - less .
of many that this esoteric quality may soon

It is the hope

be dissolved and replaced by

respect and recognition on a broad scale in American society .
As the acceptance of and demand for quality crafts increase, more
artist- craftspeople will be needed .

The most logical source for these

artisans will be our schools, for they have at least the potential to impart
the knowledge needed to prepare future craftworkers.

Few if any can enter

and succeed in a craft career without proper preparation in technical ability
as well as the knowledge of the complexities of business .
The institution of higher education , however, is a woefully static
beast.

Consensus has indicated that implementation of curriculum to develop

the pragmatism and innovative ingenuity necessary for practical application
of talents in fetching sustenance has not kept pace with the craft ' s boom .
Few colleges and universities offer even an elementary curriculum of career
planning in the arts and crafts fields, endeavoring instead to produce a
graduate competent in art theory and skill application .

In the

process the

practical application of those theories and skills is often neglected .

i
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'Art for art's sake' has done much to perpetuate the concept of the
starving artist and diminish the number of degree-holders actually involved
in sustaining themselves with their art abilities.
Only in recent years have a very few liberal arts institutions implemented radical programs designed to provide experiences akin to student
teaching practicum for the studio artist.

Only recently have steps been

taken to establish a viable organization that might fill this void by forming
the National Craft Apprentice Program for people desiring a crafts vocation.
Just as certainly it will be years until this organization becomes a fully
functional, workable reality .
The artist-craftsperson in college must unfortunately share the blame
I

for perpetuating his naivete .

One has only to ask a near graduate to detail

his plans for future endeavors to learn that most do not know, or possess
only a very callow view of what possibilities for employment await them .
Few have considered the

necessary monetary expenditures for equipment

acquisition, facility location, and the multitude of miscellaneous expenses
involved in becoming a producing craftsperson.
The major focus of this paper will be the craft area of metalsmithing.
However, the content will be generally relevant to all craft and fine artists.
The intent

is to provide an overview of six years experience in personal

and craft promotion for the craftsperson, student or nonstudent ready to make
the commitment to art as a profession.

Shared experiences in selling shall

include student commissions, competitions, wholesaling, craft fair retailing,
gallery consignment, and sales to specialty stores.

Supplemental to the

aforementioned will be information on shop organization, work habits, financing,
bookkeeping, salesmanship, advertising, professional organizations and journals

ii
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and dealing with the bureaucracy .
The author ' s assumption is that a potentially successful craftsperson
would in all probability expend enough energy to cover much the same ground
as put forth herein.

This pa.per is written with the belief that some effort

in research will avoid much in the way of inefficient or unnecessary physical
effort .

iii

CHAPTER ONE
Beginning

Career planning is seldom an easy task for anyone; however, artists
may have an advantage over many people.
and decide to be an artist.

Few people just wake up one morning

It is more often a lifelong kinsmanship with

the aesthetic, a combination of ability and a desire or need to create that
leads a person to pursue a career in art.
'The sooner, the better' applies strongly to career choice for the
artist-craftsperson.
commitment.

High school is certainly not too early a time for

By the time one enters college decisions should be made so that

handicaps can be avoided.

The four years of university training must be

consciously directed and manipulated if one is

to avoid the 'day after

graduation' dilemma faced by many art students.

The precious and often

unappreciated college experience offers much knowledge that may be taken;
but very little that is given without deliberate participation.
be realized that analogously this is the

It should

artist's infancy; that with

perseverance, creativity and ability will begin to grow and develop.
better time than in infancy is there for the
as it were?

What

novice artist to learn to walk,

'Ibis is where the initial testing of one's abilities should take

place; there will pro1::a.bly never be a better time.

1
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The student choosing to commit himself to becoming an art professional
is usually in a fairly sheltered state of existence - not completely selfreliant for income, surrounded by a company of sympathetic peers and a
corps of trained professionals .

This is the time for experimentation and

planning for the not-too-distant future .
the

Here a lesson may be learned from

established business world by adopting and adapting their techniques .

For example , the beginning metalsmith has several excellent opportunities
to conduct market testing .
It is quite common for people living in university locales to contact
metalsmithing students to make special- order jewelry .

This offers the

student excellent opportunity for testing his abi lity to deal with consumers ,
to respond to other than self- imposed restrictions on design , and to deal
with deadlines and pricing .

All of these must be considered by the production

craftsperson whether he is dealing on a wholesale , consignment , or retail
basis.
· '!be one area feared by most amateur craftspeople is pricing .

The

result is that most student commission work is practically given away for
little

more than the cost of the materials .

It should be realized that this

does not help the student obtain a better grasp of pricing , and ultimately
serves to reinforce the misconception by the general public that artists can
and will supply their services at a cost lower than that of the retail
establishment .

Students should keep in mind that they will probably be

working at a pace slower than an experienced production craftsperson , and
adjust their hourly wage downward .

They should , however, attempt to price
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their work realistically; no one benefits in the long run from 'bargain
basement pricing' .
Craft fairs can also offer excellent opportunities for market testing
of production lines.

In some cases, especially in smaller fairs, partici-

pation is contingent only on the payment of an entry fee.

Although generally

not as prestigious or profitable as a juried fair, a small fair offers a
fine challenge to the amateur designer and craftsperson.

In fair sales the

consumer is dealt with on a different level than in commission sales.

'Ihe

design of the work is already established before public input, and a new
aspect of pricing is experienced.
'Ihe last manner of
exhibitions .

market testing for review is that of competitive

Work of the one-of-a-kind nature, generally involving many

hours of labor, is sul:mitted to numerous juried exhibitions for possible
acceptance for display, sale, and/or award recognition .

In these exhibitions

creativity, design, and imagination often supersede quality, practicality,
and function.

'!he latter grouping usually is the

of commission and fair works.

more important aspect

Although sales and income from exhibitions

will likely comprise a much smaller · percentage of initial earnings, the
experience and recognition gained through participation may make up the
difference in potential income.
'Ihe established business world can once again provide some insight
into how to best utilize this new capital.

One option is to reinvest the

profits in equipment that will allow more ease and efficiency in future
production .

While in school, the student artist can

acquire equipment
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a little at a time, and help to ease the shock of a large capital outlay
upon graduation.

Aside from actually forming one's business at this point

(an option that is not totally out of the question) following these
suggested guidelines can give a headstart to the artist who wishes to
become a production craftsperson .
It is a distinct advantage for the potential production craftsperson
to be able to market test his ideas before he must count heavily on their
success for his business existence .

The

planned acquisition of necessary

equipment under non-stressful circumstances over a span of several years
is also significant.

The time up to and just following graduation should

be used for the research and planning of a craft career.
There are many important questions that the average student never
considers until the real- life situations are thrust upon him.
the initial investment come from to start one ' s craft business?

Where will
Even a

small operation may take several thousand dollars to start; a retail-type
business could conservatively involve as much as ten thousand dollars in
start-up costs .

What should be the location of the studio or retail outlet?

The question of location is important because a retail outlet is probably a
poor choice for small towns.
to orient his products?
benefits?

To what market or markets does the artist intend

Would solo or cooperative studio facilities offer more

For these questions the artist must explore advantages and

disadvantages, liabilities and rewards.
able grief .

Such examination could save consider-

The inability to answer questions such as these can end a craft

career before it has a chance to really get started .

CHAPTER TWO
Obtaining Money

To those not born to the ranks of the independently wealthy,
accumulating the capital to start a crafts business will be a difficult
task .

A recent college graduate usually has established little or no

viable credit history.

Acquiring credit without having previously estab-

lished credit is difficult at best, and practically impossible in many
cases - a rather paradoxical situation , but reality nonetheless.
While the student is still in college, there are ways to increase the
likelihood of being granted credit.

None of these ways are available,

however, unless there is an established source of income to meet credit
obligations .
On the assumption that utilizing craft abilities may generate a modest

but dependable income , the craftsperson might take advantage of 'credit-hungry'
retailers to gain a credit rating,

Many major dep:i.rtment stores and

petroleum companies sponsor blanket credit searches among college students,
attempting to build their ranks of charge-card holders .

Determined

application by the student should eventually yield the first credit card.
Insignificant as this might seem, it is nonetheless a start.

The first

credit card will serve as reference for subsequent credit applications.
The key here is to make use of the cards without allowing them to become

5
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a financ i al encumbrance.

One should build a cr edit rating , taking care

not to abuse it .
The process now becomes somewhat more complicated .
should next attempt to obtain a small , short-term loan .

The craftsperson

In order to

accomplish this a loan officer must be supplied with the expected use of
the money, collateral to guarantee repayment , and/or a co- signer .

The

co- signer might be a relative or trusting friend who would be able to provide
adequate collateral.

Once the loan has been secured (preferably from a 1:ank

or savi ngs and loan with lowest interest rates), the money should be
deposited in a differ ent bank that pays the highest available interest rates .
Since timed accounts (savings certificates) obstruct access to the monies ,
they are not acceptable choices .

Payments for the loan may be drawn from

the savings account, using the savings interest to offset the loan interest
as much as possible .

After following the monthly payment schedule for the

bulk of the term, it may be advantageous to add enough capital to liquidate
the liabi lity prematurely .

A rebate will be given on the contracted amount

of interest for early repayment of the principal , thus helping to defray
the costs of early termination .

Early repayment often impresses loan

officers .
This may seem a somewhat costly means of obtaining credit, but the
tradeoff for a favorable credit rating will prove worthwhile in the long
run.

Nothing in the world is free, especially credit.
It may be advisable to repeat this borrowing process , varying the

repayment schedules and increasing the size of the loans, if possible.
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The ultimate aim is to qualify for an unsecured or signature loan .

This

loan may be granted with no collateral to those with favorable credit
ratings .

Because of the persistence of cad credit ratings, extreme care

must be taken to insure that this process is not abused.
Qualifying for a loan is not enough to guarantee the starting of a
business .

No knowledgeable advisor would advocate the initiation of a

business venture with a loan

as the sole funding .

Operating capital might come through intensive personal savings efforts ,
or through the resources of family and/or friends .

An approach on the ca.sis

of supplying equity capital , as opposed to a loan, may appeal to friends
and relatives.

F.quity capital refers to funds invested in the business in

return for a share of the profits .

F.quity capital is only repaid when

busi ness assets are liquidated .
One may have greater success in obtaining a business loan once sufficient
equity capital has been acquired .
matching funds 1:a.sis.

B..lsiness loans are often granted on a

Loan officers tend to look more favorably on a request

if a substantial personal stake in the venture is presented.
prove a challenge t o obtain a small business loan.

It will still

Documentation of how the

money will be used and a convincing projected balance sheet prepared by a
competent accountant can add to the credibility of such a request .
Assuming organization, capitalization, and operation of a business are
accomplished, it is likely that supplemental capitalization will be needed
eventually, probably in the fo:r,n of another loan.

This capital might be

needed, for example, to cover material acquisition , for a large order, or
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for exi:ansion of existing facilities.

The fact that the business is still

in operation is a positive factor, but this alone is insufficient justification for granting another business loan.

It is necessary to supply

comprehensive records of operation, bal~nce sheets, and profit/loss statements dating from the inception of the business.

The loan officer may

require detailed accounting of the uses to which the funds will be applied.
These facts can be used to determine the potential positive effect the loan
might have on the business function, and thereby the artist's ability to
turn a profit and repay the loan.

If the proposed uses and calculated

benefits are mutually agreed upon, credit may likely be granted.
Another form of credit that in effect amounts to a variety of extremely
short-term loans is 'trade credit'.

Trade credit, or "the terms on which you

can buy supplies without paying cash • • • in effect, borrowing money for a
short term until you pay your bill 111 is usually acquired soon after the
formation of a business.

This is another situation where in order to be

given credit (an account), it will be necessary to show satisfactory use of
other credit accounts.
obtain.

Because of this, trade credit can be difficult to

In lieu of standing accounts, a good bank reference may suffice.

Business loans are available from three common sources:
loan associations, banks,and finance companies.

savings and

Because of conservatism in

lending practices and better records of repayment, banks and savings and
loans will offer lower interest rates.

Consequently, it will be more difficult

to obtain a loan from these institutions.
1 Michael Scott, The Crafts Business
London: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1977

One can expect a rate of interest

(New York and
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of eleven and one half percent to thirteen percent on a business loan of
five thousand dollars or more.

Below the five thousand dollar level, the

borrower would be encouraged to seek a personal loan at approximately eight
percent interest.
Finance companies, on the other hand, may take more risks in loaning
money.

Their interest rates are higher and regulated by law.

Finance

companies will charge twenty-three percent annual interest on personal
loans up to fifteen hundred dollars; nineteen percent on personal loans
above fifteen hundred but below ten thousand dollars.

On a validated

business loan of five thousand dollars or more a finance company will charge
twenty-four percent annual interest.
If a lender cannot be found, the artist may seek the help of the
Small Business Administration.

The Small Business Administration is a

government funded organization that maintains two
entrepreneurs in acquiring financial aid.

programs to help

There is a program that will

guarantee up to ninety percent of money borrowed from a conventional lender.
This is the program that will most likely benefit the average borrower.
There is also a direct loan program in existence, but it is practically
impossible to obtain funds through this approach.

One should keep in mind

that any interest on a loan for business purposes is a legitimate and
deductible opera.ting expense.

CHAPTER THREE

The Studio

In planning the layout of a studio it is necessary to first decide

what range of metalsmithing and nonmetalsmithing activities will be conducted
therein.

The early stages of an artist ' s business existence may necessitate

the studio work area also being used as a location for meeting potential
customers .

If this is to be the case, the author feels that special con-

sideration should be given to the image that the artist and his facility
present to the public.
Selling directly to the public is referred to as retailing, and in
retai ling image is important.

Its importance is evidenced by the expense

that merchants readily incur to decorate their stores or to locate in a
fashionable district .

The atmosphere generated by jewelry stores , likely

competitors for metalsmiths , can illustrate this point.

The sales staff is

normally very well wardrobed, and the interiors of the stores are usually
appointed with fine woods, marble , or mirrors ,

Plush carpeting and dynamic

lighting effects may supply the finishing touches to an atmosphere that is
highly complementary to the elegant lines of merchandise .

It is likely that

little or no reasonable expense has been spa.red , and realistically none
should be .
In contrast , the new craftsworker ' s studio is just as likely to be in
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an ordinary setting, perhaps a ba.sement or spare room of his residence .

It

would probably be impractical and uneconomical to attempt to imitate the
atmosphere generated by one's competitors .

The author feels that the

mentality of the average consumer is geared to the idea that the superfluous
appearance of one's environment is a fair indicator of performance potential .
The artist dressed for production and sitting in a studio skied with joists
and water pipes will not likely instill faith in the customer not already
familiar with the artist ' s capabilities .

It would then be more rational to

allow for a space outside the actual studio area in which to receive
customers .

This idea would allow the artist to exploit the economic

advantages possible when dealing with function and comfort , while deleting
the necessity of acceptable appearance.
The suggested guidelines that follow are based on constructing a studio
in which the artist is exempt from incursions by the general buying public :
It is convenient that in metalsmithing an expansive work area is not a
necessity for the smith to ply his craft successfully .

A shop might be

established and operated productively in as little as a ten-foot by ten- foot
room .

'Ibis is not to say that larger work areas would not be more desirable .
Certainly in smaller quarters special considerations and modifications

must be made .

The need for the adequate elimination of undesirable and

dangerous fumes and dust created by soldering, pickling, polishing and wax
burnouts may be more accutely perceived in a small shop.

In a smaller shop

partitioning the studio into areas of specific function such as design and
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layout , fabrication , forging and forming, soldering and pickling, and
finishing may restrict most or all carryover contamination by fumes, dust,
and noise to limited areas.

This facilitates the maintenance of equipment;

for example, hammers and stakes that could be corroded by caustic acid fumes
from pickling and etching operations .
The amount of space necessary for a studio should be adequate to meet
the individual needs of each artist .

Research and thorough planning should

permit accurate determination of these needs based on previous work habits
and the processes that the artist intends to employ.
Utility Availability

It is important when debating studio location to thoroughly investigate
the utility availability and capacity, weighing the
projected needs.

findings against one's

Even though the basic technical aspects of metalsmithing

have not changed significantly in hundreds of years one very beneficial
advance has been made.

The modern metalsmith is heir to a world of power

tools that ease the physical effort in craft expression.

Polishers, sanders,

grinders, saws, shears, rolling mills, kilns, and casting machines are power
implements common today in well equipped studios.

Receptacles must be

accessible and available in ample quantities to handle the craftsperson's
current and projected power needs.
Extra care should be taken if an older building is being considered as
a possible studio.
capabilities .

Each piece of equipment will necessitate greater amperage

In older buildings this may result in dangerous circuit over-

loading and place restrictions on the use of certain machinery .

L

The craftsperson
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should also realize that the voltage drawn to power equipment varies from
one hundred and ten to two hundred and forty volts and could easily complicate
the use of his labor-saving, output-boosting equipment.

An

artist could

incur significant additional expense if electrical modifications must be made
to the location.

Base electrical labor costs can top fifteen dollars per hour

and component costs are constantly rising, so any extraneous electrical work
should be estimated and weighed in the final decision on location.
The availability of a natural gas source is a definite plus; however, the
availability of portable propane and acetylene tanks as an adequate substitute
for natural gas makes this a less than crucial factor.

Some additional

expense may still be encountered with the liquid propane gas option due to its
price disparity with natural gas.
A source of water should be a practical imperative in a studio location.
Although additional plumbing can easily be added in most basements, plumbing
modifications in a spa.re room, for example, might require major disruption of
some existing walls or floors.
When the artist is faced with major modifications in a basic utility
system the feasibility of
questioned.

the potential studio site should seriously be

If the potential studio site is rental property, pennission of

the landlord is usually required before any major modifications are effected.
'TI"Je artist will probably also lose his investment if and when he moves to a
new location because a major renovation normally beccmes the property of the
landlord.
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The costs incurred for studio establishment are less likely to be a
concern if the artist owns the property, although recent Internal Revenue
Service rulings may alter this by making this real business expense nondeductible in cases of a home studio.
There are a lucky few for whom money is not a matter for concern.
However, for many novice craftspeople, especially students fresh from college
possibly faced with educational loan repayment, equipment acquisition, instant
unemployment, and generally poor or nonexistent credit references or personal
savings, even small amounts of capital are critical.
Work Area layouts
Just as individual craftspeople develop a singular stylistic application
of common metalsmithing techniques, studio layout should develop from one's
individualism in work habits and personal prejudices.

Robert Von Neumann in

his text, The Design and Creation of Jewelry , offers the example of a compact
single room workshop in Figure 1. 2

The studio seems efficiently arranged for

the most convenient use of the facilities.

However, the author feels that

practicality would probably dictate the substitution of a vacuum or centrifugal
casting machine and burnout oven for the lapidary equipment.

Production

craftspeople would probably find much more benefit in this arrangement.
and

Stones

gems could more economically be purchased than processed by the average

metalsmith.
The author also takes exception with the placement of the polishing and
buffing area.

The polishing and buffing processes, even when the area is

2Robert Ven Neumann, The Desi n and Creation of Jewelr, 2nd ed.
(Radnor, Pennsylvania: Chilton Book Company, 1972 , p. 18.
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equipped with dust retrieval equipment, are dirt producing.

In the small

shop illustrated in the example, the resultant fallout from a production
cra.ftsperson's efforts would probably cost considerable loss of production
time to general shop cleanup.

Locating this finishing equipment so close

to the design, construction, and soldering areas seems to show poor judgment.
This equipment might better be exchanged in location with the enameling
equipment.
The author's studio is virtually a one-room ar:rangement (Figure 2),
differing from this format only in that the sink is located approximately
ten feet outside the bounds of the work area.
are ten feet by twelve feet.

The basic room dimensions

Although small in overall size, this shop has

proven to be very adequate for the needs of a single craftsperson.
The only major changes planned will be the addition of a unit for hammer
and stake storage along the west wall and enclosure of the polishing and
buffing area to prevent residual compound contamination of the surrounding
areas.

The admittedly awkward location of the sink will be tolerated rather

than changed because the studio space and utilities are provided by a
sponsor.

The inconvenience is a small price to pay for this consideration.

The illustrations of Figure 3 and Figure 4 are examples of the p:1.rtitioned
or multiroom type of studio.

These two examples demonstrate the concept of

tailoring the studio to the wants and specific needs of the craftsperson.
The layout in Figure 3 is from Harold O'Connor's book, The Jewelers Bench
Reference, and would appear to put forth the idea that this studio will be used
primarily for fabrication processes.3

3 Harold O'Connor, The Jewelers Bench Reference, Q:.,ake City, Colorado:
Dunconnor Books, 1977),~.49.
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Philip Morton, author of Contemporary Jewelry, seems to have designed
a studio (Figure 4) that is directed toward an artist more interested in
forming operations, as indicated by the addrtion of a drop hammer and kick
press.

4

He has also added a very pragmatic corner to his operation - an

area containing a safe, inventory storage, business files, photography
equipment, and an office-type desk.

This is a related and yet noncraft

inclusion, but it is perfectly acceptable if room is available in the studio.
'Ihe artist should arrange the work areas so that movement is accomplished
easily and quickly from one to another.
tained in the studio format.

Flexibility should always be main-

The fixtures should be rearranged if the original

concept or present layout proves to be less than efficient.
Bench and Desk Dimensions
The beginning craftsperson is faced with shop construction in full.
Indispensable items such as the jeweler's bench, layout, soldering, and
polishing tables may be purchased new, but at tremendous expense.

An average

jeweler's bench, for example, will cost well over two hundred dollars.
Using relatively few tools and a bit of ingenuity, most craftspeople
could construct their own work stations, tailoring them to suit preferences
and physical needs.

The best advice that can be given for evaluating table

and bench heights would

be to simulate the operations to be carried out at

these stations, and carefully project the dimensions from these tests.

The

extra effort in research can make a noticeable difference in diminished arm,
neck , and back fatigue that will be re:pa.i d many times over in increased work

4

Philip Morton, Contemporary J ewelry, (New York: Holt , Rinehart and
Winston, Inc ., 1970) , p. 264 .
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time and production.
than the height.

The depth of the work surface is much less critical

Most craftspeople should find that twenty-four inches will

supply enough area to meet their needs.

The craftsperson should decide how

much abuse his studio furniture must be able to withstand, and select adequate
quantities of quality materials.

The public library may offer numerous plans

in books and periodicals that could provide the ci:aftsperson alternative
design

and construction options.

In lieu of personal carpentry skills, it

would be perfectly reasonable for the artist to seek amateur or professional
assistance.
Tool Arrangement
The novice craftsperson must consider a wholly new attitude regarding his
work efficiency.

Every minute spent in production-oriented processes must

be accounted for in the eventual wholesale or retail price of his work.

With

this concept in mind, one can appreciate that even something as insignificant
as the storage facility for often-used hand tools is important.
Standard jeweler's benches employ sliding drawers as storage units that
can be used for many hand tools such as pliers, snips, and files.

The problem

with sliding drawer storage is that the drawers must be manually opened in
order to retrieve a desired implement.

This can amount to substantial time

and effort lost over extended periods.

Harold O'Connor has solved this problem

by incorporating open bins into his bench instead of drawers . 5

Tools remain

in sight, are readily accessible, and yet may be economically returned to

5o'Cormor, The Jewelers Bench Reference, p . 48.

l
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storage so as not to cause clutter in the primary work area.
The author has employed yet another solution to the problem of inefficient
tool storage.

The effect of bin storage may be enhanced with the benefit of

constant tool organization.

1be author simply fabricated a rectangular frame

that is faced with pegboard on one side; this system was then attached to
the main bench.

Commonly used tools are hung in sight and within easy reach,

thus avoiding any confusion that might arise with the bin principle.
The positioning of major tool systems is as important to the craftsperson
as the positioning of hand tools.

Major implement systems should be positioned

in an order that will be most responsive to the craftsperson' s particular
habits of working.

Some craftspeople use the jeweler's bench as the focus

of their studios and locate major tool systems at their backs.
equipped chair, a push is all that is necessary to

With a caster-

relocate and change

processes .
Lighting
As anyone who has been involved in metalsmithing is aware, ample and
controllable lighting is an absolute necessity.

Studio illumination may be

accomplished successfully by either fluorescent or incandescent lighting systems.
Fluorescent fixtures are

financially more economical; however, the craftsperson

may encounter increased eye strain when working on small objects. 6

To combat

this problem, lamps with both incandescent and fluorescent fixtures, normally
mo nted on articulated arm assemblies, are available.

The bulbs may be used

separately or simultaneously to give the artist the maximum flexibility in

6von Neumann, The Design· and Creation of ·Jewelry, p. 17.

L
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light variations ; unfortunately, these lights are relatively expensive .
Other areas in which variable light quality may be beneficial are
soldering and annealing.

Clear bright light is most desirable when setting

up soldering operations, and a much more subdued light source is employed
while soldering and annealing .
be to fully aware

This desirable potential allows the artist

of the subtle color changes occurring in the metal during

these heating processes.

These changes are of course only perceptible in a

dimmed or no-light situation .

A common dimmer switch or a foot operated on-off

control could be incorporated into most studio lighting systems by the average
craftsperson .

The technical knowledge needed ca.n be obtained at any library,

and all the necessary equipment can be acquired at the local hardware store .
Ventilation
~

ventilation system that can be used to exhaust undesirable fumes and

dust from the studio is an important item in many craft fields .

This

significant equipment system may be one of the most neglected points of private
craft studios .

Although artist acceptance of the need for an adequate venti-

lation system is likely to be increasing, ' health hazard ' articles in professional publications have enlightened many craftspeople to potentially harmful
agents that they use every day.

The effects of these agents on one ' s physical

well being should be enough incentive to encourage sufficient studio
ventilation , but there are more pragmatic reasons .

Caustic acid fumes can

deteriorate the refined metal surfaces on tools and _completed inventory; and
polishing am:1 - b.lffing processes can generate an annoying fallout of debris.
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Both problems may be partially or entirely eliminated by employing a
ventilation system.

Exhaust systems should be arranged so as to draw con-

taminates away from the artist, rather than pa.st him.
fresh air vent on the

The addition of a

wall opposite the area to be vented will enhance this

effect.
Storage and· Security
In any studio, general storage is an important concern.
confusion created by reserve

materials and equipment will only complicate

the efforts of the production craftsperson.
capabilities must be created.

Clutter and

'lberefore, ample storage

Many craft supplies can be safely stored on

inexpensive homemade shelving.
In the case of the metalsmith where precious metals, gems, and completed

inventory must be stored, extra precautions should be taken.

One logical

solution to this problem of security in storage is of course a well-constructed,
lockable cabinet.

'Ibis would be a deterrent, but its ability to withstand a

detennined assault would be doubtful.
Another means of secure storage would be a well-built mechanics tool
storage cabinet.

'lbese cabinets are available through all major department

store chains and auto supply outlets, and are priced from approximately fifty
dollars through three hundred dollars. 7

Though a convenient form of storage,

its potential for withstanding theft is probably not much better than with a
home built cabinet.
1he most reliable answer to security in storage is to purchase a safe.

7J. C. Penney Fall and Winter Catalogue, 1978, p. 923.
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A safe of adequate size for the average production metalsmith may be obtained
from major retailers such as Sears Roebuck Company or J.C. Penney Company.
Prices for a safe with approximately one and one-half cubic feet of storage
space, and a weight of approximately two hundred and twenty-five pounds, begin
at about one hundred and seventy-five dollars. 8

The craftsperson may wish to

explore the potential of acquiring a used or rebuilt safe.

These may often be

purchased at considerably lower than new equipment prices.
Acoustics
In the typical small studio that has been discussed here, the problem

of noise is worth mentioning.

Metalsmithing involves many processes that

generate noise levels that could have an antiproductive effect on the artist.
Forming, forging, and raising operations are the major culprits; however, dust
collection units and ventilation systems may add to the problem of noise
pollution in the studio.

Aside from the long term potential for damage to

auditory senses, some artists feel that exposure to continuous high levels of
sound can have a fatiguing effect on the craftsperson.
Fortunately, this is an easy problem to deal with.

Ear protection

devices for industrial and recreational uses have been readily and inexpensively
available for years.

Craftspeople will find ear plug and earmuff-type noise

suppressors to be effective in most situations.
Some artists enjoy listening to music while they work.

They may find the

use of either headphones connected to a stereo or a new headphone radio is an
effective means of substituting a soothing sound source for an annoying one.

eIbid.,

p. 781.
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A supplemental consideration that should be ment i oned regarding noise

suppression in the studio is the possibility of covering walls and ceilings
with sound absorbing materials such as carpet , cork , or acoustical tiles .
This could be an expensive opti on for the beginning artist, and much less
realistic than the solutions mentioned previously .
Overall Cost
It is imperative that careful and deliberate planning go into the
assembly of a craft studio .

The average college graduate entering the craft

world will probably have only limited resources at his command .

The tot al

cost involved i n the organization and outfitting of a studio is only one of
the many necessary and expensi ve steps to becoming a self- sustaining
craftsperson .

In this stage, as in others to follow , priorities must be

realized and dealt with in a logical order, or the future craftsperson might
find himself with an impressive and effective line of tools and no studio to
work in, or vice versa .

L

CHAPTER FOUR
Equipment

The craftsperson in college is supplied with the majority of his craft
equipment, and for most students this is beneficial.

Purchasing expensive

equipment for one or two courses is financially impractical.
It is the author's opinion, however, that this system of supplying most
or all necessary equipment ·has a potentially detrimental effect as well as
a positive one.

Students pampered with the free availability of many basic

and sophisticated tools often fail to realize that very soon it will be
their responsibility to provide comp:1.rable facilities for their own use .
Because of the current inflationary cy~e, equipment
constantly increasing in cost .

in all categories is

Although a five percent increase applied to

the ten dollar retail price of pliers may seem insignificant, that same five
percent increase takes on a new dimension when
of equipment.

applied to a full complement

This is evident when one realizes the

variety and quantity

of equipment that may be accumulated in today's craft studios.
In metalsmithing there are two major directions that may be taken by

the production artist.

The artist may wish to focus his efforts mainly in

the area of jewelry making, or he may choose what is more tradit ionally
accepted as metalsmi~hing.
objects other than jewelry.

That being the raising and forming of utilitarian
Even though these two areas share many of the
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same tools, there are some tools that would be used a majority of the time

It is possible for the production cra.ftsperson

in only one of the areas.

to adapt to the lack of some of the tools from one grou~ or the other.

His

creativity mig~t in some cases be restricted without a full complement of
tools from both groups.

This might hold true unless the artist voluntarily

chose to restrict his expression to a very narrow line, strictly casting or
forging for example.
The list of equipment that follows is submitted as what the author would
consider to be basic equipment in a single artist production-oriented studio.
The prices listed, for the benefit of artists that might be planning a studio,
were current as of January 1977. 9
Forging Hammer
Raising Hammer

$

10.50
12.75

Planishing Hammer

a.95

Chasing Hammer

7.25

Riveting Hammer

3.95

Rawhide Mallet

4.40

Shop Anvil
Jewelers Saw
Saw Blades
Bench Pin
Chasing Tools

lJ0.45
7.50

.85 doz.
6.75

23,95

.. 9c.R. Hill Company, price supplements, Berkely, Michigan, 1977; and
Allcraft Tool and Supply Company, catalogue 78, New York, 1978,
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Iapping Punches

$

21.15

Iapping Block

34.00

Needle Files

2. 50

large Files

.85

Round Draw Plate

62 . 50

Square Draw Plate

16.75

Scoring Saw

4.10

Tube Holding Jig

16 .50

Ring Mandrel

10.35

Scribe
Metal Ruler
T- Square
Seat Cutting Burrs
Depping Wax
Flexible Shaft Tool

1.30
.75
6.40

23.50
2.00

143.00

Hollow Sera.per

1.50

Center Punch

1.10

Scissors

5.00

Burnisher

1.45

Exacto Knife

.90

Metal Shears

6.30

Ring Sizers

6.50

Scotch Stone
Bench Vise
Pliers

.35
23.75

5.95

JO
Nipper
Emery Sticks
Ba.lance
Ein ery Pa per

Steel Wool

$

8.25

.JO
93.75
.40 /sheet
1.15

Troy Weights

27.00

Stake Holders

15 . 45

Stakes

18.25

Dissecting Probes

.25

Hot Plate

20.75

Corning Casserole

15.00

· Flux
Brushes

1.35
.1 O

Silver Solder

2.25

Gold Solder

6.oo

Cop.par Tongs

2.95

Asbestos Pads

.85

Sparex

2.05

Solder Siears

4.75

Presto-Lite Torch
Yellow Ochre
Kool Jewel

120.00
.95
4.75

Liver of Sulfur

.75

Charcoal Blocks

1.65

Cast;ing Machine

259.50

Inve·s tment

28 . 00

Debubblizer

1.25
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$

Asbestos Gloves

10 .75

Welding Goggles

7.90

Casting Tongs

3. 75

Mixing Bowls

6.25

Wax Tools

5. 75

Wax

7. 60
238 .15

Burnout Kiln

.40

Borax

1.75

Carbon Stirring Rod

57 . 25

Polishing Motor
Left Tapered Spindle

2 . 85

Right Tapered Spindle

2 . 85

.70

Polishing Compound
Buffing Compound

1. 60

Polishing and Buffing Wheels

3 . 85

95. 00

Ultrasonic Cleaner

$1 ,701.85

TOTAL

The total cost of the

equipment listed here may vary somewhat according

to the suppliers that are used , freight charges , and state sales tax .

It is

important to realize that even with the potential metalsmithing processes that
I

would be ·allowed , processes such as repousse , roll printing , etching , electroplating, electrofo:rming , and enamelling would be excluded because of an
insufficient range of equipment .
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The previously listed cost projection is not representative of the total
studio cost without including the cost of raw materials.

Items such as silver,

gold, minerals, and possibly organics like woods, bone, and ivory would qualify
as raw materials.

The expense involved in raw material inventories will be

dependent on the personal preference of each artist.

The current costs of

precious metals, ivory, and some exotic woods could easily run a workable raw
material inventory to a total of several thousand dollars.
furniture must also be added to the cost estimate.

The cost of studio

The expense involved for

furniture such as a jeweler's bench, work tables, cabinets, and shelves will
vary according to the needs of the artist and depends on whether he buys new,
used, or builds.

Innovative thi nking can stretch a limited budget a littl e

bit farther than it otherwise might go.

New, sophisticated equipment can

always be added to a studio as business increases and more operating capital
becomes available.

The new studio owner should be more concerned with

functienality than appearance or status.

CHAPI'ER FIVE

Studio Location and Organization

Once the craftsperson has decided to begin his crafts business , a
~ecision must be made concerning where to locate .

The primary market that

will be serviced by the craftsperson may be one of the best guides for choosing
a location .

I~ the artist is intending to sell by wholesaling or consignment ,

he may find that avoiding the general public may be in his best interest .
Should the artist be inclined to open his own retail outlet , however ,
he will almost certainly choose a large city as base of operations.

In a

large city the ample customer flow needed for a successful retail operation
is available .

It must , however , by the right traffic for the product that is

offered if the shop is

going to make a profit and remain in business .

A metalsmith will be offering a nonessential commodity.

He will have to

look for a quality location in or bordering a high income community , or in
an established business district that will be compatible with his line .
'!he studio should of course be designed above all else to meet the
physical and mental needs of the artist .

The single artist shop is important

to some craftspeople that demand isolation from outside influences while they
design and work .

In the solo studio each craftsperson is in complete charge
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J4
of his environment; light, sound, furniture arrangement , etc. are all
attuned to his needs .

This would seem to be an ideal situation , and for

some it is. · The artist should remember that this absolute rule also carries
with it sole financial responsibility and a good deal of solitude .
An alternative to the single artist studio is some form of shared
facilities or a cooperative .

A major benefit to be found in the university

experience is the abundance of fresh concepts and expressions that are shared
continually by students and faculty.

It is the author's opinion that this

interchange is a stimulating force for many creative people , and that the
loss of this forum can work against an artist ' s creative energies.

A

cooperative studio is an excellent means of reviving the mutually beneficial
exchange often lost after graduation.

Sharing facilities can also reduce

costs for rent, utilities, and equipment by dispersing these expenses among
two or more artists.

The decision to enter into a cooperative studio situation

should be seriously thought through before any committments are made .

The

most common flaw in this arrangement is the potential for character conflicts
between the participat_ing members of a cooperative.
One artist who is presently working successfully in a multiple artists
situation is Doug Steakly of California .

In this circumstance the three

artist-craftspeople are retailers as well as manufacturers.
sales outlet are located in· the same building.

Their studio and

Sales and cleaning responsibil-

ities are managed on a shared time 1:asis by the three members.

Rules and

guidelines were established in a charter they drafted • . Drafting a charter

3.5
may seem to be an overly fonnal approach; however, this group found it to
be a necessity for peaceful coexistence and smooth operation of the gallerystudio facility. 10

The decision to fonnalize guidelines seems to be a sensible

one to consider and would be highly recommended for this fonn of studio set-up.
Establishing mutually acceptable guidelines before any problems arise might
successfully help to avoid the incompatibility and bitterness that might
otherwise occur between the cooperative members.

One should think of the

multiple artist studio charter as a business contract.

It establishes the

responsibilities of all parties concerned.
The craftsperson's first studio is likely to be established in an
unus~d room at home or a converted basement or garage.

n:ie main motivation

here is likely to be economic; the artist is already committed to mortgage
or rent payments on the property.

It is convenient - travelling to and from

the studio becomes extremely easy, thus facilitating more shop usage.
Home studios are very practical for the artist who does not intend to
deal with the general retail public directly.

He would instead prefer supply-

ing retailers with orders and travelling on the craft fair circuit.
be much more involved and
c.lients.

It would

inconvenient in a home studio to receive prospective

Then there is the image problem.

There are not many basements that

can compete with even a mediocre retail jewelry outlet for atmosphere and
credibility.
The home studio still offers some potential for deducting a percentage

10 noug Steakly, lecture during the National Conference of Society of
North American Goldsmiths, St. Louis, Missouri, June 1978.
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of

rent,

mortgage, and utility bills at income tax time.

government is now making this more difficult to

Although the

do by adding restrictions

that may soon eliminate this area of deductible operating expense altogether.
If the studio is located in the city, zoning ordinances may affect its
operation and existence.

It is a manufacturing facility; though in many

cases studio functions are inconspicuous and will cause no problems.
may not be true for some

metal artists.

This

The blacksmith with the smoke from

his forge and noise from hammers is quite likely to have authorities enforcing
zoning laws in short order.

A craftsperson, planning to run a high profile

shop operation, should look into the zoning laws before he locates.
Artists should also examine homeowner's insurance in order to verify
proper coverage for the studio and its contents.

Homeowner's or renter's

insurance policies may exclude commercial activities at home from their
coverage. 11

Specific coverage in the form of a 'floater' may be added to the

current coverage at the premium rate of approximately five dollars per one
hundred dollars of coverage, with a twenty-five dollar minimum. 12
Some craftspeople prefer a studio outside their home or residential
property.

One reason for this could be the knowledge that when the day's work

is completed, it may be left behind.
the studio is located at home.
the home if the artist is

This is slightly more difficult to do if

It is also beneficial to locate outside of

interested in retailing as well as manufacturing.

The location in retailing is critical and not many residential locations will

~~Scott, Crafts Business Encyclopedia, p.115.
l bid., p. 93,
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provide

the right type of volume of customer traffic necessary for success .

Also , the zoning laws in most residenti al areas would probably prohibit such
a blatant commercial venture from disrupting the neighborhood status quo .
The artist- craftsperson looking for a studio location should make as
thorough an investigation of the property and building as he would in searching
for a home .

The building should of course be selected for its location if

retailing is intended .

'Ihe building must also offer adequate utility

capabilities for the craftsperson's needs , and
not be an insurmountable problem.

maintaining security should

The artist should try to project the monthly

rent, travel expenses , and utility bills against his expected income .
beautiful location is of

A

no benefit if ~teats up too much of the profit .

If the location shows exceptional potential it may be wise to approach
the landlord about a multiyear contract for leasing.

Craftspeople , along with

other retailers and renters, have found that annual contracts are short and
landlords can be greedy and unpredictable when renewal time approaches .
It is possible that there is some compromise between studios oriented
toward retailing and those oriented toward wholesaling .

Craft galleries

could be approached with the idea of maintaining an 'artist- in- residence ' .
This can be mutually beneficial for artist and gallery because of the flexibility
that a craftsperson on the premises can provide in customer service .
It is

recommended that guidelines and stipulations be stated in writing

in the form of a contract signed by both parties .

At the end of a reasonable

period of time, one year perhaps, this contract could be renegotiated .
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As an artist-craftsper son involved in just such a gallery- shop arrangement, the author is presently operating under the following contract :
gallery will provide a space to work , utilities, and advertising.

The

The artist ,

in exchange , will work at the standard gallery consignment rate (sixty
percent artist - forty percent gallery) and be present during regular gallery
hours to service customers .

This agreement is in force for the period of one

year .
An

artist that can align himself with an established and successful

gallery, may eliminate a major difficulty for the beginning craftsperson.

That

difficulty being customer flow; an established gallery will already have that
flow , so that the artist has a ready-made clientele.
In this quasi - retail arrangement the craftsperson will have the
responsibility of servicing customers interested in special services; but
should be free of the task of retailing work already on display.

This system

gives the artist - in-residence certain advantages over artists displaying in
the gallery .

A major portion of his overhead (rent , utilities , and advertising)

is free; at the same time, he receives the same commission rate as any other
exhibitor.
requests .

The artist is also available for customers having special commission
This is a considerable advantage to the artist- in- residence because

it is easier to converse with a customer than to correspond .
The potential monetary benefits must be weighed against the certain amount
of environmental control that may be sacrificed in a gallery-shop situation .
If the gallery owner enjoys fifty degree temperature, that is probably what
will be maintained .

The craftsperson should try to research the gallery
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workings befor e committing himself to such an agreement .
Craft instruction for the public is on the increase , supposedly a result
of our expanded leisure time .
own

'Ihe artist-craftsperson may wish to gear his

operation toward thi~ expanding income source .

It would still be possible

to participate in wholesale and consignment sales, and yet offer this service .
Classes could even be used as a scouting ground for a capable apprentice or
assistant .

It would be essential that the initial investment be higher because

of duplicity in tools , expanded work areas , and vital liability insurance
coverage.
'Ihe artist should

be increasing his income

potential with this approach .

Tuition for instruction and facility usage would not be the only additional
income source .
student to

A properly structured program would enable the successful

set up a small shop at home to continue his new hobby.

The crafts-

person could easily become a supplier for the tools and materials that these
graduates would need , thus adding a distributor ' s profit to his income.

Along

more philosophical lines, he could consider the fact that he would be raising
the consciousness of his students in regard to the appreciation of hand-crafted
creations .
Figure 5 shows a classroom studio designed by the author for a retail
gallery in the western suburbs of Chicago.

'Ihe limit of ·five student work

stations was dictated by personal preference and
floor -plan in

space limitations .

The

Figure 6 shows the classroom-studio ' s relationship to the rest

of the gallery facility .
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When the classroom-studio approach is used, the artist may maintain
not only his own

facilities, but he can also hold in reserve ample auxillary

work stations and equipment for a supplemental work

force.

This would be

beneficial if the artist needed to augment his production capabilities to
handle large orders preceeding peak retail seasons.

CHAPI'ER SIX
Systems

Systems are simple, logical devices that are critical and virtually
indispensable to efficient and pro£itable operation of a craft business.
Craftspeople may not be familiar with the concept of a system approach, even
though they prol::ably use systems every day.
way of doing something.
a goal.
profits.

A system is simply an orderly

A good system will facilitate the accomplishment of

In a crafts business this means more efficiency and probably larger

Smart craftspeople can make systems work for them in every phase of

their operation.

Items such as money, time, supplies, and finished inventory

can all by systematized. 1 3
The concept of a production sequence is a system.

By

grouping work

processes and proceeding in a logical order the artist can increase his output
whi le decreasing his per unit production time.
leather work demonstrates this principle.
Leather Belt System

1)

cut belts from hi de

2)

cut end corners to form points

3)

stamp sizes on back

13Ibi d., p. 257.
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A production system i nvolving
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4)

bevel edges

5)

punch buckle holes

6)

tool designs

7)

dye

8)

saddle soap

9)

buckle

10)

punch round holes

14

It should be obvious that using this system to render a whole hide at
one time would be more efficient than working each belt from start to finish.
The trick is to keep the systems as simple as possible or they will cease
to serve their main purpose of saving time and effort.

14Herb Genfan and Lyn Taetzsch, How to Start Your Own Craft :&lsiness,
(New York: Watson-Guptill Publications, 1974), p.28 .

CHAPTER SEVEN

Marketing

The professional craftsperson has three major ways of reaching the public
with the merchandise he has to sell .

He can wholesale his work to retailers ,

assume the retail role himself , or finally, distribute using a unique approach
called consignment .

Each method has its own advantages and disadvantages; all

offer potential success to the talented and determined crafts manufacturer .
The final choice or choices will come down to personal preference .
In a consignment sales situation the artist will in effect agree to allow

a gallery or small store to display his craft goods for a prescribed period of
time.

Should anything sell the resultant i ncome will be divided between the

artist and the gallery.

Usually from fifty- five ~ercent to seventy-five percent

of the sale going to the artist and the remainder going to the gallery (sixtyfive percent artist/thirty- five percent gallery and sixty percent artist/forty
percent gallery are very common divisi ons).

This may be the easiest way for

many artist-craftspeople to begin their marketing careers .

The artist

receives a higher percentage of the retail sale price with consignment than
with wholesaling ; however , this must be weighed against the fact that he will
get paid only when his work is purchased from the consignor.

This means that

in practical terms that the artist is supplying the gallery or store with

4.5
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inventory that is manufactured entirely at his own expense, with no guarantee
of financial return.

The drawbacks to consignment

could prol:::a.bly outweigh the potential benefits

selling are numerous and

unless this market is approached

very carefully.
'!he Craft :&isiness Encyclopedia suggests these questions about consignment:
1)

Why should you, the craftsperson, make an investment in the store's

inventory?

2)

If the store doesn't have enough capital to stock its shelves,

can it be a sound business operation?

3)

If the store doesn't have enough

confidence in your work to buy it outright, how effective or enthusiastic will
be its efforts in selling your work on consignment?
mountain of paperwork?

5)

The store takes no risk.

4)

Are you ready for a

Who for example, pays

for insurance while your work is on the store's premises?

What happens if

your craftwork is retu:rned to you six months later and is no
condition?

This occurs frequently, and represents a total loss to you in time,

labor, and material, as well as profit.
bankrupt?

longer in saleable

6)

What happens if a store goes

What legal hassles do you have to undergo to establish your property

right to the consigned merchandise?1 5
Recent trends seem to indicate that galleries are beginning to abandon
consignment selling practices.
Gallery of Washington,

D.c.,

!avid Brooks, owner of the Appalachian Spring

said, "It's not a feasible way of doing business

for the craftsman or the shop.

It is a fantastic bookkeeping problem to keep

track of items piece by piece, and to pay on a regular basis.

1 5scott, Crafts Business Encyclopedia, p. 52.

The only thing
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you're saving is the cost of capital, the interest on the loan, which is
nowhere the ten to fifteen percent difference in the cost of the piece that
results between consignment and outright purchase." 16
In recent years many craft-related individuals have come out against
the idea of consignment sales.

In Selling Your Crafts by Norbert Nelson, he

states that "There should be almost no exceptions to the no consignment dictum. 1117
He feels that the artist assumes all of the risk and the gallery receives all
of the benefits.
The important thing to remember in consignment dealings is to establish
a comprehensive written agreement with the participating retailer and stick to
it.

The craftsperson intending to experiment with consignment should follow
these guidelines and protect himself:

1)

Maintain a thorough inventory listing on each consig_nment shipment

that is delivered.

Be detailed in the description of pieces included so that

no confusion occurs later.

2)

Set a definite duration of display time . for the work and include it

in the written agreement.

J)

1he work should be submitted with an established retail price that

may not be altered.

4)

Include the commission figure in the contract.

5)

Spell out the terms and method of payment.

All checks should be

received by the tenth of each month, for example.

6)

Establish who is to be responsible in the event of loss or damage to

16 Ibid.

i7 Nelson, Selling Ycur Crafts, P• 64.
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work.

Galleries should, but will not always accept this liability.

If the

artist still desires to display with them he should consider an inventory
insurance plan that would cover consigned work.
Some galleries using the consignment sales method have adopted the
Artists F.quity Association, Incorporated, ' Artist- Dealer Contract ' (Figure 7)
as a standard consignment agreement .

This is a flexible contract form that

allows the gallery and artist to establish mutually acceptable consignment
guidelines .

If the gallery has no existing contract the Artists Equity

Association form would serve as an excellent guide in drawing a suitable
agreement.

Under no circumstances should a craftsperson consider consignment

selling with a gallery that will not establish a written agreement governing
the relationship.
One alternative to consignment sales preferred by some craftspeople is
wholesaling.

In wholesaling the craftsperson manufactures the craft items

and sells them· outright to the retailer.

The retailer in turn pays the artist

at the time of the order, on receipt of the goods, or within a prescribed
billing period.

In wholesaling the percentage of the retail price that the

artist receives is lower than in consignment selling, usually only fifty percent
of retail.
The retailer then normally marks up the wholesale price by one hundred
percent to establish his retail .

This would mean that a pair of earrings that

sold for ten dollars at wholesale would sell for twenty dollars in a retail
outlet .

It is important to

realize that from the one hundred percent markup

A RTISTS EQUITY ASSOCIATION, INCORPORATED

Artist- Detiler Contract
Artist's Name ........ ......... .............. ....................................... ....... _..................................... Date ................................................... .

Address ....................................................... .... .. ..................... :......................................................................................................... .
Gallery Name .......... ........................ .... ............ .......................... D.itector's NaiDC .... ..... .. .............. .............................................. .

Address

············································································-·····································································································

Period of Contract, from ...... ... ...... .... .... .. .. ...... .... .. .... .. ... ... . .. ... . .... .. ... .. ... . .... . to .......................... ......................... ......... ................. .

Contract to terminate by will of ~ither party on 30 days written notice.
Terms of Exhibition:
1) Number of pieces to be shown .. ...................................... Itemized in attached paper.

Retail prices as listed.

2) Cost of shipping, crating, insurance to exhibition will be paid by ........................... ........... .. ........................ .. ................. .
from exhibition to .. .. .. .... . .. .. ... .. .. .... .. . .... .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. ...... .. .. .. will be paid by ... ..... ..................... .................. ..... ......... ... .. .. ..... .
3) Gallery assumes full respoosibilicy for work lost, stolen, or d:imaged by any possible cause, while in the gallery possession, .
or in transit from the gallery, to any point of shipment. Gallery agrees to insure for this period .
4) Printing announcements, mailing, refreshments for opening party are to be paid by the gallery.
5) Publicity for exhibition will consist of O direct mail O newspaper O radio O other
Additioaal clause:
Terms of Sale:
6) Commission to gallery .. .... ..... % to artist . .. ........ % oo the retail price, of all gallery sales, of the above artist's work.
7) Commission of rental fee, to gallery .. ........ % to

artist ............ %.

8) Conditions of payment: Outright sale, due 30 days. After that 1Y2% interest per month on the remaining balance.
9) Time payments of customers are divided according to percencage stated above. Not to be paid later than 15 days after
check is received.
10) Gallery assumes the risk of customer's credit. .All losses due to bad credit risks are to be borne by the gallery.
Additional clause:
Terms of Rental:
11) Number of pieces ................ ............ ......... itemized in attached paper.
12) To be available for rent from ... .... .... ............................ ............................... ro ......... .... .... ........................... ............ ...... .... .. .
13) Individual items, rented to a particular client, may be returned to the :mist at expiration date of rental.
14) Work sold during rental period is subject co the same sales condition, stated in "TERMS OF SALE". Rental fee does not
constitute time payment.
15) Work is insured up to $ ................................ .
16) All reproduetion rights are reserved by the artist.,

as well as any and all copyright rights .

17) An inventory- balance is to be sent to the artist every six months, from the date of this agreement, at which time the gallery shall include the names and addresses of the purchasers and renters of the artist's work.
18) The artist or his representative has the right to examine the gallery records.
19) Gallery has exclusive contract with the artist in the city of ....... .. ...... .................... .................... ..... ............
20) Gallery may make arrangement with dealers in other cities

O Yes O No

21) In such arrangements as in item #20, the gallery splits its commission with the other dealer.
22) Artist's work muse be shown by gallery as long as the terms of this contract.
23) Ocher specifications:
Additional clause:

Gallery agrees to provide statement of artist's account
within 15 days of the end of each calendar quarter.

G.a.I1eri .....................................

signed ....... .... .. .... ........... ....~~ .... ......... .. ..... .... ... .... .......signed .. .. ........ .... ...........

FiQure

7.
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on craftwork, the retail outlet will probably realize only a maximum of a
five percent profit.

In the preceeding example, one dollar of profit on a

twenty dollar retail sale.

The remaining potential profit will be assimilated

by overhead costs such as rent, utilities, employee salaries, advertising,
etc.

These costs may be the same type of expenses that will affect the

craftsperson's initial pricing.
In wholesaling the neighborhood gift shop or national department store
chain may become a market for the artist's crafts.

The craftsperson may wish

to start small with a local gallery or shop before attempting to deal with
the big chain stores, at least until his production potential is definitely
known and his knowledge of business procedures becomes somewhat more
sophisticated.
large or small store, the buyer will want to be assured of four things
before he buys from an independent artist:

1)

quality of the work according to the sample?

3)

Can he meet production needs?

4)

Can the artist maintain the
2)

Can he maintain the price?

Can he meet delivery schedules?18

The

artist can probably count on orders staying small until the buyer is convinced
of

his reliability.
When dealing with buyers and consignors, the artist should project an

image of professionalism.

He should write or telephone ahead to each potential

account and make a sales appointment.

It demonstrates professionalism and

saves the inconvenience of arriving to find the tuyer out of town or otherwise

18 scott, Crafts Business Encyclopedia, p. 7.
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engaged.

The ' sales pitch ' should be kept short and to the point .

Examples

of work, prices , and relevant supplemental material should be organized and
accessible .

The craftsperson should maintain duplicate sales kits in case a

buyer may wish to retain any of the materials for future reference.
1he first experience in retail selling for the craftsperson could
realistically be the craft fair .
qualities.

Craft fairs come in all sizes, styles, and

1he only way one can definitely tell how good one fair might be

in comparison to another is to participate in each .

Talking to artists that

are selling or who may have participated in i;ast fairs is very often beneficial.
In the craft fair market the artist now adopts another role, that of the

retailer .

The craftsperson is now not only manufacturing, but dealing directly

with the retail consumer.
rewards .

This added responsibility is not without added

The artist as the retailer may now collect the retailer's share of

the profits .

These apparent windfall profits may be substantially reduced

by additional overhead expenses at the retail level such as entry and jury fees,
travel costs , lodging, meals, etc .

The artist must also commit himself to the

retailer ' s share of selling time, time away from production .
The ultimate step in retailing is the craftsperson's own retail outlet .
The decision to attempt retailing from one's own store should be made only after
the most intensive research and planning , and preferably with prior experience
in someone else ' s operation .

Opening one 's own shop may be the most difficult

move to make in a craft career , and may certainly involve the most risk.
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Dun and Bradstreet reported not less than six thousand retail failures in

1966; this was far greater than the failure rate for manufacturers." 19

The

craftsperson should also evaluate the drain on production time that involvement
in retailing will entail.

The artist that is determined to attempt operating

his own retail outlet should prol::a.bly seek professional help such as that
available through the Small Business Administration's s.c.o.R.E. program
(Service Corps of Retired Executives).

Counseling services are provided free

of charge to the artist and S.B.A. locations can be found in the white pages
of the telephone book.

l9Nelson, Selling Ycur Crafts, p. 2.

CHAPTER EIGHT
Production Techniques

'Ihe main aim of the production craftsperson should be to make money.
Money will enable the artist to provide for his personal needs and those of
his family.

It will also provide the means for him to continue his creative

endeavors.
Many artists could enter the craft market and by random production
techniques earn some money, possibly even manage a liveable income.

This idea

of random production is usually the approach to craft selling employed by
artists fresh from school.

If they can make something and sell it with some

moderate frequency, they may proclaim business success.
In contrast, a sophisticated artist-craftsperson has probably adopted
a 'production line' system in his craft.
goods.

He may also be marketing a line of

The two approaches allow the artist to work most efficiently and maintain

stability in design.
'!he author feels that there are tasically four philosophies of work
involved in .craft production:

one-of-a-kind, limited editions, unlimited

editions, and variable production.
may produce work from all

The successful production craftsperson

four categories, but would draw mainly from unlimited

editions and variable production for the vast bulk of his work.
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By examining
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the makeup of the four areas, the rational behind the previous statement
becomes apparent.
One-of-a-Kind
One-of-a-kind as the phrase implies is the conception, design, and
creation of a single unique piece of work, never to be duplicated by the
craftsperson.

Some of the merit in a one-of-a-kind piece is that it is the only

one in existence.
At the college level, expression is usually based on the one-of-a-kind
creation.

The artist is generally trying to involve himself with as many new

and inventive means of expression as might be possible in his short stay at
school.

After four years of this indoctrination, it may have become simply a

habitual form of expression.
Upon entering a crafts profession, the novice artist may continue this
one-of-a-kind approach to production.

1his may be feasible for someone that

is working strictly with the 'fine arts'.
for a cra.ftsperson.

It would be infinitely more difficult

Society has not yet been able to forget the utilitarian

roots of the crafts, much to the chagrin of the crafts artist.
The fine arts have evolved a method of pricing that is so subjective that
it defies definition.

The

pricing of craft objects is often based strictly

on the intrinsic value of materials plus the artists allotted labor charges.
As a result of this attitude the crafts artist must turn to v0lume sales in
order to earn a liveable income.

This is not to say that one-of-a-kind work

does not have any merit in the craft world; but, it does lack practicality as
the main fcr.n of expression for the production craftsperson.
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The buyers for wholesale and retail operations are seeking items that
will provide continuity in sales with the ability to restock successfully
marketable items.

These qualities are generally not found in this category

of single item production.
Limited F.ditions
Limited editions carry the concept of one-of-a-kind to its next logical
progression, a single design that is reproduced a restricted number of times.
The concept of limited availability is still at work here as it was for oneof-a-kind production.
However, a new element is introduced to benefit the craftsperson.
element is the potential for increased efficiency in

That

the manufacturing process.

Assuming a reasonable well thought-out production sequence, it would follow
logically that a dozen of a particular item, being produced one stage at a
time, would yield a more efficient time-to-cost ratio per piece than could be
accomplished by producing twelve comparable pieces, one at a time, from start
to finish.

This procedure can ·also make a limited amount of production tooling

economically feasible relative to the market value, expected profit of each item
produced, and the size of the edition.
Production tooling, the use of a jig for example, can add to increased
efficiency and cut production overhead, thereby allowing more competitive
market prices and/or more profit for the craftsperson.

This might be considered

as 'the best of both worlds' approach to crafts production.

Unless the edition

size is carried to an extreme, the artist can legitimately lay claim to the

fine arts 'mystique of creation', as in printmaking, and yet produce more
efficiently than with one-of-a-kind designing.
Unlimited Editions
The concept of unlimited editions is exactly as the name implies, an
item run that has no specific production cut-off point.

This is the type of

work that would form a professional craftsperson's established 'line'.
Unlimited production does not necessarily mean that the item would be
statically produced for a career lifetime.

Obviously the item would be deleted

from the craftsperson's repertoire if it lost its saleability due to stylistic
changes.

Unlimited production is then an item crafted with no edition limit

implied by the artist to the consumer.
The unlimited edition piece has the benefit of possible limited production
tooling that was inherent -in limited edition production.

In the case of a

successfully marketable item, this production tooling may be expanded and
sophisticated.

Production and consequently sales may be increased due to lower

overhead and enhanced potential for supplying more sales' outlets.
A look at the importance of the concept of 'line' production for the artistcraftsperson would be appropriat e here.
products having some
The

"Essentially a line is a group of

immediately distinguishable characteristic in common.

items can be sold in the same place at the same time (or at least offered

t o the same buyer). 1120
There are several reasons why merchandising in this manner can be beneficial
to the arti st-craftsperson:

20 Ibid., p. 21 •

..

1)

The production process can be streamlined by
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using the more efficient work sequences possible with multiples.

The artist

should also find it easier to complete a piece the more times it is attempted.
2)

The production of a

line denoted by a distinctive style such as coordinated

ring, bracelet, necklace, and earrings will encourage the customer to complement
an initial purchase by an additional purchase in the line.

When the line affect

is accomplished by reproducing a particular bracelet in sterling silver, gold
plate, and fourteen carat gold, the customer will have a choice of colors and
prices.

These approaches can increase sales.

thorough production line can

J)

To the retailer, a

demonstrate an artist's professionalism.

The

production line should be constantly scrutinized for ways to improve its impact
on the

market.

Seasonal or annual additions and

deletions of items can help

to guarantee that the line will keep working effectively.
Variable Production
Variable production is a spinoff of the multiple edition production process,
In this form a static production item is varied slightly during manufacture in

order to yield different results in each finished unit.

This process still

allows production by an efficient multiples technique.
A good example of this concept, as used by the author, is seen in a
production earring design based on

the use of a wire bending jig .

By varying

the initial length of the wire used , different desigracan be obtained while the
same manufacturing steps are

employed.

The results are stylistically linked,

efficiently produced, and still visually different earring sets.
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The three multiple edition production techniques discussed allow the
artist-craftsperson to produce quality work while using the least amount of
time and effort, thereby increasing production and profit.

Three expedient

and commonly used forms of simple production tooling are reusable molds, jigs,
and templates.

Each has its own major area of application, and all can be

extremely valuable tools

to the production craftsperson .

Molds are usually employed to obtain models for 'lost wax' castings.
They can be formed from any material that can receive, stabilize, and release
wax prior to investing.

Materials that are suitable for this type of mold-

making are plastic, plaster , wood, rubber, and cuttlefish bone.

Sheet metal

may be shaped into or over another type of mold.
Jigs are normally fabricated of wood or metal.

They are used to generate

specifically designated resistance points that will yield a desired shape
when wax or metal are wrapped around or through them .
Templates represent an existing shape that the artist wishes reproduced .
Templates are commonly made of paper , wood or metal depending on the durability
desired.

They are applied to a material and simply traced with a pen , pencil

or scribe to yield a pattern.

All three examples of production tooling processes

are applicable to the needs of the small manufacturer represented by the
production craftsperson.

CHAPTER NINE
Markets

The crafts producer will find a multitude of markets for his wares.

Each

craft area will have its own particularly relevant markets, and certain markets,
even though they may be accessible are not particularly desirable.

The artist

may wish to concentrate in one major market or attempt to deal with several.
Market choices are basically galleries, major and minor retail establishments that are owned by someone other than the craftsperson, the artist's own retail
outlet, fairs, trade shows, and exhibitions.
Galleries may be the outlet most associated

with craftspeople.

The

quality of a gallery may possibly be judged - by how long it has remained in
existence.

The failure rate for galleries is very high, so if a gallery has

remained in business for more than a year or two, it probably has competent
management.

It takes an

astute owner or

manager to be able to buy crafts

that will indeed sell, to maintain efficient business operations, and to keep
up a vital ever-changing image.

If customers are faced with static displays

and unchanging craft lines they will soon lose interest in the gallery.
'Ihe craftsperson should visit the gallery if at all possible before
placing work there.

It may be that the level of expression is either greatly

above or below that which the artist has geared his own production line.
either case the artist's work would probably not be well received by the
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clientele that patronize that gallery .
choice of galleries.

'Ihe ar tist should be selective in his

Displaying in galleries that cannot provide quantity

sales could be a waste of time and effort.

'Ihe main point in favor of galleries

is that they specialize in the craftsperson's product .
A range of nongallery retail stores carrying lines that parallel the
craftsperson's make up another available market .

A gift shop or department

store carrying lines of j ewelry would probably suit a metalsmith's needs very
well.

Again it is worth mentioning that to realize the greatest potential

in sales the artist should match his choice of retail outlets to his line .
One- of- a - kind show pieces should rarely, if ever, be placed in a discount
store environment .

'Ihe chance of the work selling is minimal since people

usually go there looking for bargains .

It would be similarly incongruous

to place basic production pieces suited to a craft fair in a sophisticated
downtown gallery.
'Ihe craftspersoh may wish to attempt his own
should increase the artist ' s profit and ultimate
of his

retail outlet .

'Ihis approach

control over the marketing

product.

The craftsperson intending to retail would be well-advised t o first seek
professional guidance and counseling.

'Ihe retail end

of the craft's business

world is a complex jumble of rules, regulations, and marketing concepts that
must be experienced to be truly appreciated .

'Ihe

new artist retailer must

maintain financial solvency while gaining a functional understanding of the
capitalistic mystique.
A positive aspect of retailing is that the artist has the final word over
the handling of his craftwork from conception to distribution .

One negative
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aspect is the drain on actual production time for the artist who has assumed
the additional responsibilities of retailing.

As the owner of a retail

location the artist may be locked into the regular hours of his business.
Retailing can easily become a full time operation by itself.
Selling at fairs may still allow the artist to participate in retailing
while allowing him a great deal of freedom.
at a particular fair.

He may elect to sell or not sell

This approach will at least limit the amount of pro-

duction time lost to retailing.
There are a number of different types of fairs and the quality will vary
greatly within each type,

Some of the various types of fairs include county

and state fairs, fleamarkets, art fairs (in which craftspeople may be
permitted to participate), mall shows, and the honest-to-goodness 'craft fair'.
Elements such as prior publicity, how many years the fair has been run, the
locations of both the fair and the artist's display booth, whether participation is juried or open, the time of the year, and the cost of registration
and participation will all be determining factors of a fair's worth.

A

craftsperson should be as selective in his choice of fairs as he would be in
'
choosing the right gallery.
Once the artist has been accepted to participate in a fair these hints
may be helpful:

1)

Plan a display ahead of time,

A well thought-out

imaginative display will enhance the appearance of the artist's work,
preparation checklist is helpful.
and Lyn Taetzsch:

2)

A

These items were suggested by Herb Genfan
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a) products to sell
b) price tags
c) sales slips
d) money box with plenty of change
e) ca.gs for people to carry their merchandise away in
f) tents, wood for booth, etc.
g) table covering, plastic sheets, etc.
h) warm and cool clothing
i) tables and chairs

j) food, drink
k) tools for your craft
1) paper, pens, pads, poster board, felt markers
m) personal items
n) things to do - books, radio, etc.
o) lights, extension cords, etc.
p) toys to keep children busy
q) first aid kit
r) miscellaneous tools, staple gun, hammer, pliers, screwdrivers, tape,
tacks, wire, string, etc. 21

3)

many customers are too shy to ask for help.

If the ctaftsperson is lost

in a novel or playing solitaire he may lose a sale that a simple "may I help
you" could have saved.

4)

'When pricing for fairs, employ the same pricing

system normally used to establish retail prices.

In How to Start Your Own

Craft Business it is suggested that people expect to pay less at fairs.
21 Genfan and Taetzsch, How to Start Your Own Craft :&lsiness, p. 119.
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Therefore, the artist should price at three quarters of their normal retail,
except when the promoters take over a twenty percent commission on total
sales. 22

The final decision must rest with each artist.

records of what has been sold.
trends in buying.

6)

5)

Keep accurate

It could be a valuable method of establishing

Use a receipt pad with the name of the business stamped

on top of each sales slip.

'Ibis way the customer has a way to get in touch

with the craftsperson should any future purchases

be desired.

Fairs can be

enjoyable and profi table enterprises if the artist has done his homework;
they can just as easily be costly and miserable fiascoes if he has not.
Trade shows are gaining ever-increasing popularity among craftspeople
involved in wholesali ng.

Also craftspeople running their own retai l outlets,

wishing to increase the depth of their merchandise, may seek out new lines
here,

Many trade show wholesale buyers are looking for low prices, large

quanti ties, and fast deliveries.

The artist would be well-advised to be sure

he is in this league before committing himself to the substantial costs
involved in trade show participation.

The booth cost for a trade show may

run from one hundred and fifty to one thousand dollars dependi ng on whether
it is a regi onal or national production.
If it is economically possible the artist should ·first attend potentially
lucrative trade shows as a visitor rather than a manufacturer.

In this way

the artist can s i ze up the competition, talk to exhibi t ors, a nd determine i f
it might be a good show for his work.

22 Ibid., p. 113.
23
I bi d,, p. 122 .
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Probably the least financially rewarding market for craft goods would
be that of the juried competition .

The very nature of this affair would

normally preclude the idea that any great monetary return is to be expected .
In many cases the excessive amount of labor involved in exhibition pieces
would necessitate the artist having to set a retail price above what the
market might realistically accept .

Even so , with the potential of occasionally

substantial award monies and sales , this can become at least a healthy
supplemental income to the craftworker who desires to exercise his grasp
of the aesthetic on a higher plane than common production crafts can
practically allow.

CHAPTER TEN
Pricing

A craftsperson can be an efficient worker, an excellent designer, and a
marketing genius, but if he doesn ' t understand pricing he can be out of
business in six months . · Pricing craftwork

may be the most difficult, and

possibly the most critical aspect of a craft career.

The concept of pricing

is significant because the price of the product will ultimately determine
profit .

It is from this profit that the money to operate and expand a craft

business will come .
The beginning craftsperson may enter the craft market with a distorted
or at best simplistic view of pricing .

Very often his only experience in

marketing has come from an occasional commission while he is still a student .
These student commissions may ultimately be completed and sold for the cost of
materials and

some pittance of an hourly wage.

Although this voyage into capitalism may be mentally satiating , it may
aid the artist very little to develop the feel for pricing that he will need
in his career.

In college the student usually has little or no overhead to

figure into his price, but that will all change soon enough .
The following is a list of costs that must be figured into the price of
most work:
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Production Cost
1) raw materials
2) wages (your own included)
Selling Costs
1) advertising
2) shows and fairs

3) operating a store or showroom

4) commissions to outside sales staff

5) wages (your own included)
6) photography
7) samples

Overhead

1) rent

2) utilities
3) water
4) telephone

5) stationery and supplies
6) packaging materials

7) maintenance
8) repairs

9) transportation
10) taxes
11) insurance
12) bad debts
13) loss through breakage and theft
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Financial
1) profit
2) loan payments

3) depreciation
4) value of inventory24
Every artist may not encounter all of these expenses in his operation; just
as each artist will find a few new items to add to the list.
The following ways to compute selling prices are all effective.

Some may

be easier than others and certainly the results of all should be scrutinized.
A review should take place no later than the end of the first year of business
when the artist should have complete and comprehensive records to analyze.
Pricing formulas:

1)

The artist calculates the material costs, adds to this

the labor costs, and then multiplies the sum by at least two.
figure is the wholesale price.

In order to obtain a retail price, the artist

merely multiplies the wholesale price by two~5

2)

again adds the material costs to the labor costs.
profit for a piece.

The resulting

In this case the artist
He now adds the desired

The sum of th~se will yield a wholesale price.

simply doubles the wholesale price to obtain a retail price. 26

3)

The artist
In this

formula the artist must decide on a fair market value which becomes his retail
price for a given piece.
at the wholesale price.

He then divides this price by two in order to arrive
It is then necessary for the artist to decide what

materials, production processes, and any supplemental steps may be allowed and

~~Scott, Crafts Business Encyclopedia, p. 200.
•
26 Nelson, Selling Your Crafts, p. 4.
Gen£an and Taetzsch, How to Start Your Own Craft Business, p. 1.
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still keep costs within the selected retail price. 27

4)

This method of

pricing should only be employed after the craftsperson has gained substantial
experience in crafts making and marketing.

The artist establishes a pricing

formula, usually 1:ased on his material costs multiplied by an established
factor, to arrive at a retail price.

This price, in turn, may be divided by

two in order to obtain a wholesale price. 28

5)

Pricing by this example is

by far the easiest, but the least recommended of the choices.

The artist

should simply choose a reasonable retail price and hope he meets expenses,
Michael Scott states that there are four major elements to be considered
when detennining

a price:

1)

How much does it cost to produce the product? 29

(These expenditures comprise what are referred to
costs, l:::asically labor and materials.)

2)

the business which creates the product?3o

as the specific or fixed

How much does it cost to operate
(The items in this category are

the nonspecific or variable costs; long term expenses:
interest on loan, etc.)

3)

Tools, rent, utilities,

How much profit do you want to make?

(A business

shipping less than three hundred thousand dollars per year should net between
ten percent and fifteen percent profit on the gross volume.)3 1
customer buy it at the price?3 2
about carefully,

4)

Will the

(This is something for the artist to think

It does not matter if the price is accurate and fair, if the

public feels an item is overpriced it will not sell,)

~~Scott, Crafts Business Encyclopedia, p. 2,
29 Nelson, Selling Your Crafts, p. 4.
30 scott, Crafts Business Encyclopedia, p. 197,
Jl Ibid.
32 Nelson, Selling Ycur Crafts,- p. 32.
Ibid.

Pricing craftwork in the beginning of a career is an experiment.

By

the end of the first year in business enough practical experience should
have been gained and enough records accumulated to allow the artist to make
any necessary modifications in his existing pricing formula .
If the craftsperson is unsure of a price level, it is recommended that
he set his price higher .

It is much easier for him to lower a price than

to justify an increase to the consumer.

CHAPTER ELEVEN
Records

In researching the areas of bookkeeping and accounting as they might
relate to the craftsperson in business, the popular consensus is that artists
as a whole detest and therefore minimize or ignore recordkeeping.

The author

would submit that although this may be the case in the very early stages of
craft business acclimation, the true professional will quickly appreciate
the enormous benefits that comprehensive record
adapt a suitable system to his needs.

systems can provide and

Furthermore, if the original consensus

were to be accepted, it would be difficult to explain away the craft businesses
currently operating very successfully.
Any artist-craftsperson

that sincerely intends to be financially self-

sustaining must come to accept the fact that business records are a tool of
his trade.

They are no less important to a metalsmith than his jeweler's saw

or bench pin.

Accurate and complete records will allow the artist to claim

the maximum in allowable deductions when filing his income tax statements,
a~d are necessary when applying for business loans.
The benefits of records are more numerous than merely financial validat ion.
By analyzing records the craftsperson may map out a true picture cf how his
business is operating , how much it may have grown, which endeavors have been
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worthwhile financially, if inventory is too high, etc.

In other words, did

he ultimately turn a profit or has he been working for nothing?
The craftsperson

can use very simple methods of bookkeeping that will

satisfy his legal obligations as well as supply information for later review.
The most basic method of bookkeeping available to the artist is the 'Money In'
and 'Money OJt' or 'cash' system.

Any office supply and most discount stores

can supply a simple journal for several dollars.

The craftsperson must simply

record every exchange of money in the appropriate column as demonstrated in
the example in Figure
of the

e from

the journal of 'Hcly Cow Leather'.JJ

month the artist totals each column; if the Money In column is the

larger the business made a profit, if the Money a.it
a loss.

At the end

column is larger it showed

If a loss is shown the artist should review his records in order to

determine the problem and correct it.
The artist may wish to categorize his expenditures and receipts of
money in a ledger that is updated monthly or quarterly so that he may understand
his cash flow situation.
accountant.

Ledgers may be best maintained for the artist by an

The accountant is a specialist in records analysis and may be

helpful in pointing out strengths and weaknesses

in the methods of business

operation.
There are more complicated systems of bookkeeping available; however, this
simple system should be more than adequate for the artists needs.

If not, an

accountant can devise a system that will cover every contingency that may be
encountered.

An

accountant can free an artist allowing more craft production

JJGenfan and Taetzsch, How to Start Your Own Craft Business, p. 64.
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September

-

-

In

Out

Date

Item

Amount

Date

Item

Amount

9/2

rent

$100.00

9/1

Sumerson Fair

$325.00

9/A

leather

250.00

9/2

consignment

9/5

alcohol

.75

9/4

refund - Tandy

Figure 8.

75.00
1.50
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time.

He is normally better qualified in the maintenance and interpretation

of records, and his services are a legitimately deductible business expense .

CHAPTER TWELVE
Advertising

To most effectively sell the average craft product for a profit, the
artist must be prepared to spend a portion of his operating capital on promotion.
This is

especially true of someone functioning as a retailer.

the general buying
advertise his

public to frequent his shop.

product to retail buyers.

a business flourish .

He must encourage

Even a wholesaler may wish to

A sound promotional program can make

As i n other areas of craft marketing, know-how, money,

and analysis will be necessary to reap the greatest returns on the investment .
As operations expand, the craftsperson may wish to seek the services of an
advertising consultant ; but in the beginning stages that may be an extravagance.
The first step in advertising may simply be a personal business card .

The

design may range from simple to complex, be illustrated or plain, and with or
without color; but this should be considered to set the groundwork for future
advertising .

The reason for this is the commercially accepted view that

continuity in advertising is beneficial.
A logo is an easily recognizable symbol or monogram that represents a
business or person.

The

logo is usually the dominant feature of the business

card , accompanied by subsidiary information such as product, locat ion , and
phone number .

Business cards offer comparatively inexpensive advertising
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relative to other forms such as newspaper , radio , and television .
The rate for advertising will vary from one location to another , and
even

within similar elements of the same media .

Normally a telephone call

to the source will bring i n all the information the artist will require on rates
and restrictions for each media.
It is always important for the artist to
of a particular method of advertising.
in increased sales, the

attempt to evaluate the impact

If it does not bring a sufficient return

approach should be discontinued by the artist .

order to make the difficult task of evaluation a

In

little easier, the artist

should not use more than one media at a time .
A media source will
audience .

be able to supply a demographic breakdown of its

The example in Figure 9 shows the results of a demographic evaluation

of the readers of the Illinois Times , a Springfield weekly news magazine .
Information of this kind can be extremely helpful by allowing an accurate
examination of the market that the advertisement will be reaching .

It is easy

to decide whether this is the type of customer that will purchase the artist's
product .
Depending on the artist's location, different media sources will be
available .

For example , in the author's area (Springfield, Illinois) there is

one major daily newspaper, one weekly news magazine, two major radio stations,
and one local television station.
The artist should try to use the same format from advertisement to
advertisement, and media to media .

The object of advertising is to put a name

and service in the mind of the public .

By developing one easily recognizable
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Who's reading Illinois Times?
Take a look.

The av~rage family?
Look again.

46% of our subof our subscribers en j oy
trying new products a.nd 85% of
them recommend
new products and
services to their
friends.
75%

81% of ouz subs cribers a.ttended
63% hold
one· de3016 hold
de9rees.

of our subscr ibers keep
their issues of
Illinois Times
or more.
their

8196

51'95 of our subscribers dine
out a.t lea.st
twice a. week.
20,S dine out 6
or more times a.

week.

of O\.lr subscribers rea.d or
skim the entire
pa.per every week.
87'1 rea.d the a.els.

9196

8995 o! our subscribers own
homes or condolAI-,.:"U-~~-mini\.lms. Ot these
6596 a.re va.~ued a.t
over $50,000.

7Cl!I of our sub, scribers ha.ve
household incomes of $20,000
or more a. yea.r.
5211 ha.ve household incomes of
$25,000 or more

a yea.r.

of our s\.lbscribers spend
over $10 a week
on entertainment.
20!I spend $50 or
more a week.
6211

?79e of 0 11r subscribers a.re
married. 48'5 ha.ve
3 or more people
in the household.

509' of our subscribers a.re
professionals
or ma.na9ers.

You can reach them
each week through Illinois Times.
The above figures are based on the Illinois Times Readersh ip Survey conducted in Ju ly.
1978. All tabulat ions were done at Sangamon State University Data Processing Center .
Primary data were collected by Illinois Times , Inc . through a telephone subscriber survey .
For complete survey results and advertising information , contact : Advertising Department ,
lllinois Times , 610 South Seventh Street, Springfield. Ill inois . 217 /753-2226.

.
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and relatively standard approach, the craftsperson will obtain' more from his
advertisements than with a constantly shifting format .
Advertising involves the purchase of space from a supplier to communicate
a message to the public.

There is another method worth trying .

A craf tsperson

involved in the manufacture of handmade , original design items is a fairly
unique quantity.

With proper preparation and presentation , the artist may be

able to promote himself with no expense at all .
Local newspapers , radio stations, and television stations are always
searching for interesting local news .
to advertising , which is paid for .

This ' publicity ' is free, as opposed

The artist may use this avenue of promotion

by preparing an outline containing relevant information including background
and the current makeup of his operations,

Thenthe artist contacts an appropriate

source for an appointment to present his story.

If the story ~snot used in a

reasonable period of time , he should try another source.

It is not a good

idea to submit the same story to more than one source at a time ; if they appear
simultaneously the artist may have doubled his coverage, but will proba.bly
have lost the use of those sources ,
Finally , an artist should not disallow the impact that participation in
competitive exhibitions may have .
aesthetically comparable

If a customer was given the choice between

pieces from unknown and known artists , possibly even

with some price disparity , the work of an artist-craftsperson with a reputation
would probably sell first .

This may be even more noticeable in the future as

many people acquire crafts as investment pieces.
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The important thing for the artist to remember is to make advertising
work for him .

He should experiment to find the media and approach that brings

in the most customers who will buy what he is selling.

CHAPTER THIRTEEN
Insurance

Anyone who deals with the public is a prime candidate for several different
types of insurance policies .

When someone purchases an insurance policy, he

agrees to accept responsibility for paying premiums, in most cases for as long
as coverage is maintained .
full responsibility for

The buyer is hiring someone to assume partial or

potential personal damages due to incurred liability

or loss .
Insurance generally involves two areas of coverage, personal and property .
Life, accident , medical and hospital, liability (public and product), disability
income , and a few less significant types of insurance comprise the personal
category of coverage .

Property coverage might be for fire , theft, automobile ,

fine arts floater, and several other categories of insurance of no real concern
to the craftsperson .
Insurance policies will vary greatly in their cost and coverage, it will
be up to the craftsperson to establish his own priorities for insurance needs .
The artist may find the following basics most desirable in the beginning .

At

this time, the artist ' s resources will probably be at their lowest levels .
1)

Fire (This could cover the loss of studio, equipment , inventory , raw

materials, etc . )

2)

Auto Liabi lity (This is probably already mandated by law

at the state level , but as a sole proprietor, business assets are forfeitable
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to cover personal liabilities . )

3)

Theft

(It would not be very important

I

for a macrame studio, but to a jeweler with expensive raw material and completed
product inventories it would be valuable.)
Before selling a policy the insurance companies will need certain information
that will allow the company to evaluate the artist's potential risk factor .
The craftsperson must be careful to give complete and truthful responses to
their questions .

If it can be proven that information was falsified on the

application the company can cancel the policy, or deny a claim settlement .
Insurance is important; it may make the difference between continuing as
a successful production craftsperson or having to declare bankruptcy .

The

artist should shop around for the best price for the coverage desired and above
all beware of the insurance salesman .

He should remember that the salesman ' s

income is derived from a commission taken on the dollar amount of the policy.
The artist should not be pressured into buying more coverage than is necessary.

CHAPTER FOURTEEN
Business Structure

Starting a craft business may seem as simple as buying some materials,
make a product, and marketing it.

This is not the case.

There are numerous

federal, state, and local guidelines and regulations that must be followed.

It

is better for the artist to research these areas before beginning a craft career.
It may well save the effort of unwinding a lot of unnecessary red tape.

Even

more important is that it could end up saving the artist money.
The first thing for the craftsperson to consider is the structure of a
business.

There are five basic variations to choose from:

1) sole proprietorship
2) full partnership

3) limited partnership
4) corpora ti on
5) sub chapter S corporations3 4
The usual choice for the single craftsperson is that of a 'sole proprietorship'.

In this form "the business is owned and operated by one person who has

sole control as sole responsibility.
inccme".35

Business income is taxed as personal

This is the most direct and simple approach.

If the business is

34 Small Business Development Center of Millikin University, "Guide to
Starting a Business", p. 4.
35Ibid.
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to be operated under the artist's own name he probably won't have to file a
certificate with the state; although, a county clerk can verify this for each
individual locale.
Partnerships allow two or more people to pool their talents and capital
in one endeavor.

A 'general partnership' is strictly speaking "the association

of two or more persons as co-owners of a business 11 .J 6 Partnerships are as
easy to set up as a proprietorship, but the comparison ends there .
are subject to mutual liability.

Partners

If one partner is 1:ankrupt, his creditors

may legally claim the personal and business assets of the other partner.
'Limited partnerships 1 are a little more . complicated and are based on
restrictions in writing that limit the extent of each partner's participation
and liability in the venture.

Any artists that are considering either partner-

ship structure should consult a lawyer for counseling and finalization of a
written agreement.
A more complicated organization is accomplished by forming a 'corporation',
but this structure is not recommended for small-scale operations.
creates a unique entity under the law, that is the business itself.

I ncorporation
Usually

only large operations directed by many people would need to adopt the corporate
structure.
to

The common corporate structure has many disadvantages when applied

a small business.
If there is a corporate

structure suited to the small business venture

it is the 'subchapter S corporation'.

This fonn of corporation is designed

to allow some of the advantages of the standard -corporate structure, while

36 Ibid., p. 5.
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eliminating the main drawback of a corporation's double tax structure.
is the inability to carry corporate losses over to personal income.

That

In

subchapter S type corporations "the ten or less shareholders have the benefit
of offsetting business losses incurred by the corporation against the income
of the shareholders".37
The artist-craftsperson should be aware that any fonn of incorporation
is complicated and expensive in most states.

If the craftsperson has doubts

as to the best structure for his business or questions about his choice of
structure, the only sensible recourse is to consult a lawyer.

37scott, Craft s Business Encyclopedia, p. 108.

CHAPTER FIFTEEN
Taxes

In dealing with federal, state, and local taxes, possibly the best advice
that the author could give would ·simply be that the artist take his records to
the best tax consultant or accountant he can find .

The average rates for this

professional assistance may be from fifteen to thirty dollars per hour.

It may

seem high but in the long run the potential savings that an expert could uncover
in legal deductions could more than make up for his fee .

This fee is of course

a valid deduction as a cost of operating a business .
'Ihe craftsperson operating a business will find several unencountered tax
forms and schedules will be used when filing:
1) Form· 1040ES (for estimated tax)

2) Schedule SE (for social security self-employment tax)

3) Schedule C (for profit/loss indication)
4) Schedule C2 (for equipment depreciation)
5) Form 3468 (for computing investment credit)
If the craftsperson ' s business will be large enough for him to employ even a
part time employee the

paperwork doubles .

Assuming the business will be structured under a proprietorship or partnership system the artist ' s 'net ' income from craft
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sales will be added to any

other taxable income.

This total will establish the artist's taxable income.

Any source of earnings such as wages, fees, dividends, rent, profits, pension,
annuities, alimony, prizes and awards, jury duty, tips, profit from the sale
of real estate, etc. not derived from the craft business are considered 'other
income'.
The artist should remember that only net income will be taxable.

This is

important because if an artist's gross income (all monies received) for that
tax year was fifty thousand dollars, but deductible operating expenses were
thirty-five thousand dollars, the craftsperson would only be liable for taxes
on the difference.

Therefore, taxable income for the tax year would amount to

fifteen thousand dollars; this is the net.
The key is to establish what actually falls into the category of a
deductible operating expense.
for sale is a business expense.

"Anything you spend in order to make craftwork
That includes rent, raw materials, supplies,

wages, utilities, sales costs, traveling expenses, shipping, and a great many
other items. 11 38
To validate these expenses the artist must maintain comprehensive records
of business activities.

If the Internal Revenue Service should question an

artist's operating expenses his records and receipts are the only way to prove
the claims are legitimate.

Should incomplete documentation cause the lack of

adequate validation, some ~eductions may be disallowed and additional tax
liability will be assessed.
It is quite likely that in the first year or two of operation a craft

38 Ibid., p. 90.
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business may show a loss because of the exceptionally high costs of major
equipment and supplemental costs involved in getting the business fully
operational .

In this case , the business will be showing a loss on i ts annual

income statement .

The possibility of showing a loss in the early stages of

a craft operation will be higher if the artist follows the solid business
practice of recycling profits back into his operation .
In order to legally claim business deductions caused by operating expenses
the craftsperson must be able to prove that he was intending to make a profit .
If there was no intention to make a profit the operation is deemed to be a
hobby.

If the Internal Revenue Service decides that an artist i s actually

only engaged in the pursuit of a hobby , he will not be allowed to deduct
operating expenses.
incurred loss.

That means that he would have to personally assume the

The burden of proving intent to run a business for a profit

rests with the artist .

A good way to accumulate this proof is to maintain

complete financial records.

Using these records the artist can substantiate

equi pment investments , volume of sales, promotion costs , etc .
The artist should be aware that he cannot operate a craft business at a
loss in order to offset other income .

The Internal Revenue Service code

specifies that to maintain business status a profit must be made in at least
two of five consecutive ·years.
An

artist can hold a job other than crafts production; however, still

contribute 'regular' hours of spare time to craftwork , and intend to make a
profit .

lhis will allow him to deduct business expenses, but only up to the

level of income earned from craft sales in that year.

In contrast to this , an
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artist devoting his full time and effort to craftwork may deduct all business
expenses, even if the expenses amounted to more than the year's craft income.
A self-employed craftsperson will be earning income that is not subject
to federal withholding taxes.

In this case, the craftsperson will have to file

a 'Declaration of F.stimated Tax' by April fifteenth of each year.

In this

method of filing the artist must pay a tax on his estimated profit for each
quarter of the year.

Payments under this system are made on the fifteenth

of April, .June, September, and January.
Someone new to self-employment will also encounter the responsibility
for deducting his own social security taxes.

'!he rate is currently 8.10

percent of income up to a maximum that is established and changed by congress.
This rate will climb from 8.10 percent to 8.35 percent in 1981, and 8.50
percent in 1986.39
As a business turns more profitable the level of taxation will increase,
in this case a way to reduce taxes is in order.
is to establish a Keogh Plan.
percent (but no more than

A beneficial answer to this

This allows an individual to place up to fifteen

seven thousand five hundred dollars) of his income

a year into his own retirement fund.

Only income invested in a Keogh Plan is

tax exempt until withdrawn at or after age fifty-nine and one half, at which
time one should be in a lower tax bracket.

The artist must be careful not to

divert too much necessary funding here because money withdrawn for business or
personal use will be taxed at a rate for the year it was earned.

39 Ibid., p. 250.

In addition,
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stiff penalties on interest will be faced.

Normal Keogh Plan investments

are mutual funds, annuities, bank accounts, certificates of deposit, etc. 40
The plan the artist chooses must be Internal Revenue Service approved.

41

The craftsperson must deal with another variety of tax, that is a state
sales tax.

The law dictates that the sales tax need

the ultimate consumer.

only be paid once, by

Therefore, as a manufacturer the artist can avoid

paying sales tax on any materials that will be used in the making of craft
objects.
'Ihe artist need not collect sales tax on merchandise which he wholesales
or consigns to a retailer.

This will hold true as long as the craftsperson

and the retailer have registered for and received sales tax exemption numbers.
'Ihe artist should always obtain this number from a retailer if he requests
a sales tax exemption.

The artist may use this number to verify his

customer's exemption.

If an artist inadvertently exempts an inelligible

buyer, the artist and

not the buyer must pay the back taxes if he is audited.

A retail tax number may be obtained from the state retail sales tax authority.
Where governmental regulations are concerned as in taxes, the craftsperson
should rely on an expert.

Accountants, county clerks, and state and federal

authorities can usually help an artist avoid costly mistakes in areas outside
his expertise.

t~Ibid., p. 182.
Ibid.

CHAPTER SIXTEEN
Professional Organizations

In our modern machine- oriented world the individual craftworker is often
faced with a rather isolated existence.
shop and work long hours alone.

He may maintain a small studio or

In effect he is cut off from others of his

kind , with the exception of occasional attendance at fairs which draw other
craftworkers .

In order that communication and dissemination of knowledge might take
place, prof~ssional craft organizations have evolved over the pa.st several
decades.

'Illere are the general arts- and - craft related organizations such

as the ' Artists filluity Association ' and the ' American Crafts Council', and
the specific interest groups such as the 'Society of North American Goldsmiths'
and the ' Artist Blacksmith Association of North America' .
Common characteristics of these organizations are annual national
conferences, resource centers, slide libraries , and monthly or quarterly
publications.

Many of the organizations have some system of stratified fees

that allow for what could be considered different degrees of membership .

Each

level of membership has its own privileges.
Artist - craftspeople with ~nterests that cover more than one craft area,
may find that the dues for membership in these organizations may become prohibitive.
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Fees often range from twenty dollars to thirty dollars a year for base
membership and may run to one hundred dollars for the uppermost level of
membership .
'lhe author feels that the major benefit of these organizations is in
the journals , magazines,

and newsletters .

is often informative and entertaining .

The

content of these publications

Some of these publications can provide

a wealth of useful information concerning upcoming competitive exhibitions ,
calendars of public exhibitions and shows, numerous craft supply manufacturers
and distributors , shared experiences and research , and

galleries and shops

that are looking for crafts to purchase .
Ultimately the decision to join a professional organization or to subscribe
to a professional journal lies with the artist.

The craftsperson should

remember dues, subscription fees, and expenses for conference attendance are
all legally deductible when tax time comes along .
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